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LETTER

FROM

THE

EDITOR

JAVAKHK’S FUTURE LIES
IN OUR HANDS
In analyzing the current condition
of the Armenian population in
Javakhk there are many geopolitical
as well as historical points to examine.
To begin with we must understand
the dire socio-economic condition of
the
residents.
Rampant
unemployment,
undeveloped
industry, crumbling infrastructure,
limited access to education and
systematic governmental neglect
have plagued the region for years.
Officially, Tbilisi recognizes the
severity of the situation in Javakhk,
but is reluctant to take action and is
strongly against granting the region
a “special” or autonomous status after
having lost control over Abkhazia and
South Ossetia.
Additionally, it is crucial to be
very cautious in making comparisons
and drawing parallels with the current
situation in Javakhk and the
liberation struggle fought in
Karabagh. They are distinct situations
with distinct circumstances and
should be treated as such. The long
and violent history of Azerbaijan’s
treatment of its Armenian population
as well as the pogroms of Baku and
Sumgait proved the inability of
Karabagh’s Armenians to securely
live within Azerbaijan; thereby
limiting their choice between living
under a regime of brutality and a
movement for self-determination.
This however is not the case with
Javakhk as Georgian-Armenian
relations have historically been
amiable and complementary. The
relationship
is
one
of
interdependence and strategic
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alliance rather than a struggle for
power and territory.
However, without prompt
attention and resolution, the plight of
the Armenian minority within Georgia
can escalate to destabilize not only
Georgia, but Georgian-Armenian
relations. Furthermore, unless the
citizenry
gets
legitimate
representation
within
the
government, oppressive practices will
continue. With recent local elections
fraught in controversy with
allegations of vote-rigging, it is hard
to imagine the Javakhk Armenians
continuing to live complacently with
such a muffled voice to their
government.
A Georgia where ethnic minorities
enjoy autonomy and do not live under
the fear of discrimination and
oppression can serve as an example
for regional stability and integration
not just in Georgia but throughout the
entire Caucasus. Autonomy to
Javakhk then becomes the solution
that can not only serve the interests
of both Georgia and Armenia, but can
serve to preserve a vital and symbiotic
relationship.
The inability and unwillingness, of
the Armenian government, starting
with Levon Ter Petrosian, to vocalize
the concerns of Javakhk’s Armenians
has left much responsibility on the
Diaspora; a responsibility which must
be taken seriously and addressed
promptly.
Today Javakhk is in need of help
and expects help from not only
Armenia but from the whole
Armenian world.

GEORGIA: A NATION DIVIDED
Georgia is a nation divided into 9 administrative regions. In addition to these, there are two regions which
have been declared autonomous (Adjara and Abkhazia), one region which has been in a continual struggle for
independence (South Ossetia), and one region which is in a desperate socio-economic struggle to keep its
identity (Samtskhe-Javakheti). The multitudes of ethnicities create a unique situation in Georgia, one which
has fragmented the nation severely.
The population of Georgia (not including the separatist regions of Adjara, Abkhazia and South Ossetia) is
roughly 4.4 million. Within this total, Armenians represent the second highest minority population with over
250,000, behind Azerbaijanis who number 280,000.

To better understand the fragmentation within Georgia, we can look at the separatist groups within the
nation. Among others, there are three major groups pressing for independence:
SOUTH OSSETIA (pop. 70,000) has harbored desires of uniting with North Ossetia under the Russian
Federation. Recently they held an independence referendum vote (Nov. 12, 2006) which garnered 98% support.
ADJARA (pop. 375,000) has been an area that up until recently has been out of the reach of Tbilisi’s control.
Following the “Rose Revolution” there has been a crackdown on separatism. However, they still maintain
autonomy under Georgian law.
ABKHAZIA (pop. 250,000) is the second autonomous region within Georgia but, the Abkhaz separatist
government and the majority of the current Abkhazian population considers it to be a sovereign nation. In the
case of Abkhazia, there is de facto independence which has not been recognized by any other nation. Currently
Russia is seeking legal means it may employ to incorporate the region into Russia. As it remains today the
region of Abkhazia continues to run as a self-sufficient unit.
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WHY
ARMENIA

THEY ALL
WANT
A PIECE

GEORGIA

> Trade route into and out of Russia

> Key Southern region

> Alternate to blockaded Turkish and Azeri
borders

> Link to Armenia

> Part of historic Armenia

TURKEY
> Obstacle to expanding regional influence
> Armenian population only thing between
Azeri population of Georgia and Turkey

> Next to Autonomous region of Adjara

AZERBAIJAN
> Armenian population only thing between
Azeri population of Georgia and Turkey

> Regional trade with Central Asia

Javakhk is a vital strategic region due to the newly created Baku-Tbilisi-Ceyan pipeline. The main
reason for this being that all plans connecting Azerbaijan and Turkey go through Javakhk region.
Historically, the Armenian Javakhk region consists of the districts of Akhalkalaki and Ninotsminda,
with the Armenian population constituting 95 percent of the population. In 1994 the Armenian Javakhk
area was incorporated into a much larger administrative region known as the Samtskhe-Javakheti by
the Georgian government. This territorial redistricting was a conscious attempt to dilute the Armenian
majority by altering the demographics of the region. By incorporating the Armenian districts of
Akhalkalaki and Ninotsminda into a greater region with four other districts, the Georgian government
sought to gradually diminish the Armenia majority and to reassert Georgian control over its southern
areas.
This greater Samtskhe-Javakheti region of Georgia consists of an area of nearly 6413 square
kilometers, representing about 9.3 percent of Georgia proper, and has a total population of almost
250,000. The Samtskhe-Javakheti (hereafter called Javakhk) region is comprised by six districts (Adigeni,
Aspindza, Akhalkalaki, Akhaltsikhe, Borjomi, and Ninotsminda). Within this greater region, the
Armenian population’s majority has been steadily reduced to about 61-62 percent of the population.
Javakhk shares a roughly 80-90 kilometer border with Turkey to its west and southwest, and has
approximately 45-50 kilometers of common border with Armenia, which lies to its south.
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DISRIMINATION, CORRUPTION AND
POLITICS: A GEOPOLITICAL LOOK AT
THE ARMENIAN SITUATION IN JAVAKHK
By Tamar Yardemian
Most Armenians in Javakhk live
in villages, farm to survive and
celebrate traditions to preserve
their culture. They are a
nationalistic people, passionate
about their Armenian history and
language. They are also fearless in
protecting their rights, as any
human across the globe should be.
But within the last decade, the
Georgian
government
has
suffocated these Armenians with
discrimination and economic fear.
Beginning with the Georgian
nationalist President Zviad
Gamsakhurdia in the late 1990’s,
the Georgian government has been
making
threats
against
manifestations of Armenian
nationalism,
limiting
job
opportunity, and only repairing
certain strategic roads in Javakhk
which suit their interests. They act
as defenders of humanity by ‘finding
refuge for Azeris, Muslim
Meskhetians and Svans’ in Javakhk,
while, in reality, they have ulterior
political motives, such as
demographic change during
election cycles. Throughout the
years, the situation in Javakhk has
only become more severe, with
outright ill treatment and disregard
for these Armenian citizens of
Georgia.
With discrimination and
corruption at its peak, many
Javakhk Armenians have been
forced to travel abroad, to Armenia
or Russia, for work and education.
For example, 70% of Armenians in
Akhaltsikhe,
one
of
the
northwestern regions in Javakhk,

have emigrated out of the country
within the last decade. Many
Armenians in the region understand
that overcoming the threat of losing
Javakhk depends on sustaining the
local Armenian population.
Consequently, a large group of
determined Armenians obstinately
remain in Javakhk and continue to
demand their civil rights as citizens
of Georgia, insisting on education
reform, job opportunity, and road
repair.
With the income of a mere
single crop of potatoes for the entire
year, large Armenian families
endure these difficulties with
dreams of one day enjoying their
basic human rights of life, freedom
and prosperity. In the hearts and
minds of many Javakhk Armenians,
there exists the belief that this
freedom is achievable only through
autonomy: a degree of separation
from the Georgian government
consisting of the authority to selfgovern and flourish.
As Armenians who are spread
throughout the world, we all share
a common history and language,
yet, often find ourselves divided on
various issues. Of course, different
countries mean different cultures,
economics and, no doubt, politics.
Similarly, Armenians within the
homeland have a rather different
perspective on the issue of
Javakhk’s request for autonomy.
Blockaded from the East and West,
the homeland has only Georgia and
Iran as outlets to the outside world.
Due to the geography of the region,
Armenia depends on Georgia for
two things: a channel for trade

through the Black Sea and a
passageway to Russia (Armenia
has import and export routes
through Ajaria, the Georgian port
at the Black Sea, and Russian
military support travels to Armenia
through Georgia). These two
economic dependencies on
Georgia are incredibly important
for Armenia today and are only
possible through friendly relations,
open communication and stability
in the region. Therefore conflict
between Armenians and Georgians
in Javakhk is not an option. In
order for Armenia to continue
strengthening its developing
economy, Georgia needs to remain
a friendly neighbor with open
borders.
Today, we are faced with
important decisions regarding the
urgent situation in Javakhk. On the
one hand, there exists a group of
Armenians who are being
neglected and mistreated in a
foreign state. On the other hand,
the political ties between that state
and the homeland are crucial for
the betterment of Armenia. The
Karabagh movement liberated a
group of oppressed Armenians, but
created a war and a blockade to the
East. Should similar steps be taken
in Javakhk, considering the socioeconomic ramification of war?
Clearly, there are various factors to
consider when analyzing the
situation in Javakhk. The
Armenians living in the area
deserve justice and freedom,
however the means to achiveing
these goals must be well thoughtout and calculated.
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OIL & INSTABILITY
HOW THE ‘DEAL OF THE.
CENTURY’ WILL AFFECT.
JAVAKHK’S FUTURE
By Serouj Aprahamian

The opening of the BakuTbilisi-Ceyhan (BTC) pipeline
was officially inaugurated on
July 13, 2006. This 1,100-mile
oil pipeline, the longest in the
world, cost close to $4 billion
dollars and took
over 6 years to
complete. It is
expected to reach
full capacity in
2009, wherein it
will carry 1 million
barrels of oil per
day from an Azeri
oil field in the
Caspian Sea to
Turkey’s Mediterranean port of
Ceyhan.
A Baku-TbilisiErzerum (BTE) natural gas
pipeline is also being built in
parallel to the BTC and is
expected to begin operations at
the end of this year.
The BTC project was hailed
by many as the “Deal of the
Century” and holds major geopolitical implications for the
06.WINTER.2007.HAYTOUG

U.S., Russia, Turkey, and the
countries of the South Caucasus.
Given the close proximity of the
pipeline to Javakhk, it is also
likely to have a major impact on
future developments for the
people of this unstable region.

Due to opposition from
Turkey and Azerbaijan, the BTC
project was designed early on to
skirt around Armenia—despite
the fact that it would have
provided a shorter, more cost
effective route. What is more, the
Georgian portion of the pipeline
was purposefully re-routed to
avoid the Armenian populated

areas of Javakhk, as well.
Nevertheless, the pipeline still
traces the border regions of
Javakhk and is close enough to
be affected by any potential
unrest which may take place
there. Now that the oil has
already
begun
flowing,
the
various actors with
an interest in the
BTC will surely
have a much closer
eye
on
developments in
Javakhk.
During
a
formal ceremony
for the BTC last
year, Georgian
president Mikheil Saakashvili
made clear the importance his
administration places on recent
energy projects with Turkey and
Azerbaijan when he stated, “In
practical terms, [BTC] and the
[Baku-Tbilisi-Erzurum] gas
pipeline
are
extremely
important projects for Georgia.
When the gas pipeline is

launched, the issue of Georgia’s
energy independence will be
finally solved. Georgia will no
longer depend on a single
source for its energy supplies.
This is the most important
guarantor of our energy
independence.”
Up until the launch of the
BTC and BTE pipelines,
Georgia’s main source of
energy was Russia. However,
given
the
increasingly
deteriorating and tense
relations between the two
countries—just last month,
four Russian officers were
expelled from Georgia on spy
charges, to which Russia
responded with a transport and
postal blockade of Georgia—
the Georgian government has
sought to break away as much
as possible from its energy
reliance on its northern
neighbor. Not only does the
flow of oil and gas via
Azerbaijan provide Georgia an
alternative source of energy, it
also provides it with a
significant amount of revenue
in transit fees. Thus, the
Georgian government sees
these new pipelines as their key
ticket to prosperity and
gravitation away from Russia.
Officials in Tbilisi must
certainly be concerned with the
long-term stability of the BTC
project
whenever
the
conditions and grievances in
Javakhk are brought to their
attention.
It is worth mentioning that
Georgia already has some
experience dealing with
pipelines and instability. In
January, two explosions ripped
through the main pipeline
connecting Russia to Georgia,

leading to a cutoff of gas
supplies and significant
hardships for both Georgia and
Armenia.
While Georgia
suspected Russian foul play
behind the incident, Moscow
claimed it was the result of a
terrorist attack. It is safe to say
that such experiences have
shaped the concerns of
Georgian officials in regards to
Javakhk. Some fear that Russia
will seek to stir up sentiments
in Javakhk as a way of once
again disturbing Georgia’s
energy security. There is a
danger that whatever happens
there in the future will be

negative effects of instability in
the region. Various measures
have already been undertaken to
safeguard the pipeline’s security.
For instance, much of the BTC is
buried underground, surrounded
with sensors, and guarded by a
Georgian “rapid response”
military force trained by the
United States. Since 2002, US
military aid and training to
Georgia has skyrocketed in order
to improve internal security
capabilities and protect the
pipeline from ‘terrorist’ attacks.
Such attacks are not uncommon
in areas around the world where
pipelines pass through. From

BTC Oil Pipeline Headquarters
Akhaltsikhe, Georgia

Photo by T. Yardemian

automatically attributed to
Moscow and, hence, treated in
an antagonistic fashion.
Others with a stake in the
pipeline have also shown
concern over the potentially

Colombia to Nigeria to Burma and
Iraq, pipeline projects are
notorious for their association
with conflict, environmental
degradation, human rights abuses
local exploitation and repression.
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In this way, the official operation of the
The people of Javakhk themselves also
pipeline now adds a new dimension to the
have some cause for concern regarding the
importance of improving the situation of
BTC and the legacy of pipeline politics in other
Javakhk’s Armenians. Despite the various
parts of the world. Many Javakhktsis are wary
security measures that have been put in place,
of a possible Turkish military incursion into
unrest in the area would undoubtedly affect
their territory under the pretext of protecting
some of the BTC infrastructure and hamper
the pipeline. Indeed, growing military ties
the smooth flow of oil to Western markets.
between Turkey and Georgia over recent years
The same is true for any potential resumption
and the close proximity of Javakhk to the
of hostilities in Kharabakh.
Turkish border, not to mention the historic
Negative developments in Javakhk would
animosity of the Turkish state toward
also be detrimental for the energy security and
Armenians, makes residents feel especially
prosperity of the Republic
vulnerable.
This
of Georgia. For this reason,
vulnerability is further
JAVAKHKTSIS ARE AP- it is essential for Georgian
accentuated by the gradual
removal of the Russian
PEALING FOR IS IM- officials to turn their
rhetoric about improving
military base in Javakhk,
PROVED
ECONOMIC
the dire conditions of
scheduled to be completed
by 2008.
One local
CONDITIONS, FAIR Javakhk into reality. The
to do this in
Armenian store owner in
TREATMENT, AND unwillingness
the face of rising economic
Akhalkalaki was quoted as
saying, “The military base
CULTURAL FREEDOM. growth and the benefits of
‘oil boom’ will only
protects us.
From
THEIR INTERESTS LIE IN the
serve to further alienate the
unemployment and from
RESOLVING THEIR RE- people of Javakhk.
Turkey. If the Russians go,
Ultimately,
what
who will guarantee our
GIONS PROBLEMS OF
Javakhktsis are appealing
safety? Certainly not the
U N E M P L O Y M E N T , for is improved economic
Georgians!”
Interestingly enough,
POVERTY, LACK OF conditions, fair treatment,
and cultural freedom. Their
should any violence or harm
BASIC
SERVICES,
ACinterests lie in resolving
occur in relation to the
pipeline, the companies
CESS TO EDUCATION, their regions problems of
unemployment, poverty,
involved in the BTC
&
CULTURAL
RIGHTS.
lack of basic services, access
consortium would be
to education, cultural rights
exempt from any legal
and health. These interests are by no means
liability. This is due to specific language
incompatible with the interests of the
included in the contract which relieves private
Georgian state. Meeting these needs would
signatories from any responsibility for the
go a long way in ensuring stability in the
actions of security forces. In addition, the
region and the loyalty of Javakhk’s citizens
companies succeeded in getting government
toward the central government. For the
agencies, such as Britain’s Export Credit
interests of all concerned, Georgian leaders
Guarantee Department (ECGD), to underwrite
would do well to recognize that it is not
the risk of the project being sabotaged by civil
Russia’s meddling, but, rather, the legitimate
conflict or “terrorism.” Clearly, those
grievances of Javakhk’s population which
financing and profiting off of the BTC project
need to be attended to. In the end, this will
are very attentive to the possibility of strife and
be the only long-term way of maintaining
instability along the pipeline’s route.
stability and integration in the region.
The main aim of the Western community
is to avoid the destabilization of the region.
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THE
MILLENNIUM
CHALLENGE
CORPORATION
(MCC) is a United States governmentowned corporation responsible for
supervising
the
Millennium
Challenge Account (MCA). The MCA
is the mechanism to implement a new
model for providing foreign aid to the
world’s developing nations. The focus
of the MCA is to promote economic
growth in the recipient countries. The
program emphasizes good economic
policies in recipient countries; with
the understanding that development
aid works better in countries with
good economic policies, such as free
markets and low corruption.
Key Principles:
1) Promoting sustainable economic
growth that reduces poverty
through investments in areas
such as agriculture, education and
private sector development.
2) Countries will be selected to
receive assistance based on their
performance in governing justly,
investing in their citizens, and
encouraging economic freedom.
3) Countries are responsible for
identifying the greatest barriers to
their own development and
ensuring
civil
society
participation.
Georgia and Armenia have
“Compacts” with the MCC.
ARMENIA
Armenia has signed a 5-year
$235.65 million Compact with the
Millennium Challenge Corporation.
Today, over one million
Armenians live in rural areas and are
dependent on semi-subsistence
agriculture. Farmers are operating on
small plots of land and are
constrained by poor roads,

inadequate irrigation, and an underdeveloped market economy.
The Armenia Compact is focused
on one goal: the reduction of rural
poverty through a sustainable
increase in the economic performance
of the agricultural sector. Armenia
plans to achieve this goal through a
five-year program of strategic
investments in rural roads, irrigation
infrastructure and technical and
financial assistance to improve the
supply of water and to support
farmers and agribusinesses. The
Program will directly impact
approximately 750,000 people, or
75% of the rural population, and is
expected to reduce the rural poverty
rate and boost annual incomes.
The Compact includes a $67
million project to rehabilitate up to
943 kilometers of rural roads, more
than a third of Armenia’s proposed
Lifeline road network. When
complete, the Lifeline road network
will ensure that every rural
community has road access to
markets, services, and the main road
network. Under the Compact, the
Government of Armenia will be
required to commit additional
resources for maintenance of the road
network.
The Compact also includes a $146
million project to increase the
productivity of approximately
250,000 farm households through
improved water supply, higher yields,
higher-value crops, and a more
competitive agricultural sector.
GEORGIA
Georgia has signed a 5-year
$295.3 million Compact with the
Millennium Challenge Corporation.
In Georgia, 54 percent of the
population living outside of the
capital city, Tbilisi, lives in poverty.
The Georgians identified two barriers
to poverty reduction and economic
growth in the regions outside of Tbilisi
—a lack of reliable infrastructure and
the slow development of businesses,
particularly agribusiness. A twopronged program has been created,
focused on rehabilitating regional

infrastructure and enterprise
development.
The two projects complement one
another by facilitating economic
growth. The first enables agricultural
and other suppliers to more easily
connect with consumers and the
second facilitates access to capital for
business development.
The Regional Infrastructure
Rehabilitation Project of the Compact
totals $211.7 million and includes the
following three activities: (1)
Samtskhe-Javakheti
Road
Rehabilitation; (2)
Energy
Rehabilitation; and (3) Regional
Infrastructure Development Facility.
The Enterprise Development
Project of the Compact totals $47.5
million and includes the following two
activities: (1) the Georgia Regional
Development Fund; and (2) the
Agribusiness
Development
Assistance.
The Millennium Challenge
Compact with Georgia is expected to
improve the lives of the rural poor in
the following ways:
Ì Reduce the incidence of poverty in
the Samtskhe-Javakheti region by
12 percent.
Ì Benefit approximately a halfmillion Georgians, and over onequarter of the population of the
country will receive indirect
benefits from the program.
Ì Reduce average travel time from
regional areas to Tbilisi —currently
6.5 hours—almost three hours or
43% percent, thereby reducing
transportation costs for farmers, for
small business owners, and for
Georgians needing access to social
services.
Ì Reduce the risk that a major
accident will occur due to the gas
pipeline’s dilapidated condition.
The completed rehabilitation of the
gas pipeline will provide reliable
heat and electricity to over one
million Georgians.
A more in-depth look at the
details of the MCC for each
country is available on the
following two pages.
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ARMENIA

MILLENNIUM CHALLENGE CORPORATION

STATUS: COMPACT SIGNED

LAST UPDATED: OCTOBER 2006

GENERAL INFORMATION

COMPACT PROCESS

Population
GNI Per Capita
Location
Total Compact Amount
Compact Duration

Southwest Asia, east of Turkey

Eligibility Notification
Proposal Receipt
Opportunity Memo

$235.65 Million
5 Years

Congressional Notification
on Formal Negotiations

3,016,312*
$1470*

VARTAN OSKANIAN
Armenian Foreign Minister
“The significance and essence of the Millennium Challenge
program is to support those countries which demonstrate
good governance, and unwavering commitment to invest in
human resources and in the principles of democracy and a
liberal economy. Never theless, we are very aware that the
decision of the Millennium Challenge Corporation is not
irreversible, and we have much to do to assure our continuous and complete inclusion in that program.”

Investment Memo
Board Approval
Compact Signing
Entry into Force
Initial Disbursement

DATE

D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D

May 6, 2004
March 28, 2005
May 19, 2005
August 22, 2005
November 17, 2005
December 16, 2005
March 27, 2006
September 29, 2006

OBLIGATIONS BY KEY SECTOR
( IN MILLIONS)

COMPACT GOAL
The reduction of rural poverty through a sustainable increase in the economic performance of the agricultural
sector through a five-year program of strategic investments
in rural roads and irrigated agriculture.
EXPECTED RESULTS
Rural Road Rehabilitation Project: Upgrade up to 943
km, providing 265 communities and 360,000 rural residents with reduced transport costs and better access to
jobs, markets and social services.
Irrigated Agriculture Project: Increase the productivity
of 250,000 farmer households (34% of which are headed
by women) through improved water supply, higher yields,
higher-value crops and a more competitive agricultural
sector by:
- Infrastructure Activity: Irrigation civil works
- Water-to-Market Activity: Assistance to farmers

ARMENIA DISBURSEMENT SCHEDULE
(IN MILLIONS)
Projected Total Annual Disbursement

UPDATE ON PROGRESS
The MCC-Armenia Compact was signed on March 27,
2006 and ratified by the National Assembly on May 24,
2006. The Compact entered into force on September
29, 2006. The Accountable Entity has been formed and
staffed with a CEO and six professionals. Several road
and irrigation procurements are being advanced in
parallel with the initial Disbursement requirements.
*World Development Indicators, World Bank, 2005
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GEORGIA

MILLENNIUM CHALLENGE CORPORATION

STATUS: IMPLEMENTATION, YEAR 1
GENERAL INFORMATION
Population
GNI Per Capita
Location
Total Compact Amount
Compact Duration

LAST UPDATED: OCTOBER 2006

Between Turkey and Russia

COMPACT PROCESS
Eligibility Notification
Proposal Receipt
Opportunity Memo

$295.3 Million
5 Years

Congressional Notification
on Formal Negotiations

4,474,404*
$1350*

MIKHEIL SAAKASHVILI
President of Georgia
“I think it’s (MCC) really one of the most efficient tools
of help I’d ever seen and I’ve seen many assistance
programs in my country for the last decade.”

COMPACT GOAL

Investment Memo
Board Approval
Compact Signing
Entry into Force
Initial Disbursement

D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D

DATE
May 6, 2004
September 24, 2004
October 28, 2004
November 3, 2004
July 7, 2005
August 16, 2005
April 7, 2006
April 28, 2006
September 14,2006

OBLIGATIONS BY KEY SECTOR
(IN MILLIONS)

- Rehabilitate key regional infrastructure by improving
transportation for regional trade, ensuring a reliable
supply of energy, and improving the delivery of
regional and municipal services
- Develop regional enterprises by funding investment
and increasing productivity in farms, agribusinesses
and other enterprises to increase jobs and rural income
EXPECTED RESULTS
The Program will benefit nearly half a million Georgians and could have an effect on the lives of a quarter
of the population. The Program is also expected to
reduce the incidence of poverty in the SamtskheJavakheti region by 12 percent. Other benefits include
an expected increase of about $37 million in annual
income to households and $27 million in business
revenue nationwide through support for farmers,
agribusiness and small and medium enterprises.

GEORGIA DISBURSEMENT SCHEDULE
(IN MILLIONS)

UPDATE ON PROGRESS
- The Agribusiness Development Activity generated 160 grant
applications during first round submissions in October 2006.
- Proposals for the Georgia Regional Development Fund Project
Manager have been selected, and final award is expected by
late October 2006.
- The tendering process for the Regional Infrastructure
Development has started for rehabilitation of the water supply
system in the city of Poti.
- Procurements related to pipeline repairs continue to move
forward.
- Georgia received a special disbursement (second overall) in
the amount of $6.5 million on September 14, 2006.
*World Development Indicators, World Bank, 2005
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THE DANGERS OF THE
KARS-TBILISI-BAKU RAILWAY
Staffwriter
For over a year now officials from Azerbaijan,
Georgia and Turkey have been in tense talks over
the financing of the proposed Kars-Tbilisi-Baku
railway. This railroad would potentially link Asia
to Europe, completely bypassing Armenia. The
railway which could lay a foundation for a
potential Central Asia-South Caucasus-TurkeyEuropean Union transportation corridor has been
in the works for years, now seemingly nearing
reality.
Turkey
has
pledged
$200
million to finance its
68km portion of the
railway from Kars to
the
TurkishGeorgian border.
Azerbaijan
has
similarly stated its
readiness to fund
the Baku-Georgian
border side. The
funding of the
Georgian section,
however, remains
up in the air. The
220km portion of
the railroad (which connects Turkey to Javakhk
to Tbilisi and finally to Azerbaijan) will require
$220 million to build and modernize. The reason
for the Georgian delay has been sheer cost. The
issue was recently complicated when one of
Georgia’s largest financiers, the United States, was
removed from the picture.
Action taken by the Armenian National
Committee of America (ANCA) helped pass
legislation (S. 2461, H.R. 3361) prohibiting the
U.S. government from aiding the construction of
any Caucasus railroad which would bypass
Armenia. It is the standpoint of the ANCA that
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the functioning but inactive Kars-Gyumri-Tbilisi
railroad (providing the most direct route, running
through Armenia), which already exists, can be
revitalized for minimal cost for all parties
involved. However, due to Turkey’s unilateral
closure of the Armenian border, this option
cannot be considered.
The consequences of the eventual construction
of such a railroad are very significant to Javakhk
and to Armenia
itself. First, the
repercussions for
Javakhk would be an
i m m e d i a t e
connection
to
Turkey and probable
presence of the
Turkish military.
Furthermore,
a
railroad
may
promote the influx
of different ethnic
groups into Javakhk
to skew and distort
its demography. The
implications for
Armenia would be
more long term damage to trade. By bypassing
Armenia, this railroad would take away any transit
benefits and would economically isolate Armenia
from the global market as well as increase
Armenia’s dependence on Georgia as a trade
partner.
We must strongly oppose this, and any other,
politically motivated effort to circumvent and
suffocate Armenia. We simply cannot stand idly
by as projects amounting to modern day versions
of Pan-Turkism are damaging the future prospects
of our homeland.

INTERVIEW
WITH
ELIZABETH
CHOULDJIAN
The Armenian Youth Federation recently had the
opportunity to interview Elizabeth S. Chouldjian, the
Communications Director of the ANCA National
Offices. We have provided a truncated version of the
discussion in this issue of the Haytoug. For the full
text of the interview please visit the Haytoug section
of www.AYFwest.org.
HAYTOUG: Not too long ago, you traveled to
Javakhk. Can you tell us when this trip took place,
what its purpose was, and what you think was the
most significant thing to come out of it?
ELIZABETH: It was an eye-opener for me. This was
the second time I had gone to Javakhk - the first time
was back in 2002, again during the winter. In 2002,
there were no international organizations functioning
in Javakhk to speak of. In 2005, both U.S. and
European organizations had set up shop in
Akhalkalak and Akhaltsikhe, and had already started
on a variety of projects in the area - from agricultural
to road building to irrigation, democracy building,
etc. Clearly the interest level has increased in the
region, particularly by the United States, which chose
to focus assistance to the area after the Russian
government announcement to vacate their army base
in the region. The departure of the Russian base will
create significant economic hardship for the region,
and the U.S. stated goal has been to assist the
population to create economic opportunities to
compensate and promote stability.
HAYTOUG: One of the main problems for Javakhk
is economic under-development and unemployment.

What are some of your observations regarding the
level of socio-economic development in Javakhk?
What role does the Russian military base and its
expected closure play in the region?
ELIZABETH: The economic situation is devastating
in the region, made all the more difficult by the poor
communication and transportation infrastructure.
Traveling to the region in the winter really sent the
message home as to how difficult it is to move
around, much less get to the region. In 2002, I had
to delay travel to Javakhk from Yerevan by close to 5
days - because the roads were simply impassable
once you crossed the Armenia / Georgia border into
Javakhk. In 2005, we got there fine, but moving
around within Javakhk was a big production. Now,
imagine having to take agricultural products to
market, provide emergency health services, etc. in
those circumstances.
The Russian base is a primary source of economic
stability in the region and will certainly be missed.
The goal with the various aid programs in the area is
to offset that by helping farmers make their farms
more profitable, and to help get goods to market. The
Millennium Challenge Account funding to Georgia
will help build a main road from Tbilisi to the
Javakhk region, to help greater integrate Javakhk
into the rest of Georgia as well as to the borders with
Armenia and Turkey.
HAYTOUG: What is the current demographic
situation of Armenians in Javakhk? Have there been
any recent attempts by the Georgian government
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to populate the region with Georgians and/or
decrease the Armenian majority?
ELIZABETH: When we talk of Javakhk we should
remind ourselves that today the administrative region
is officially called Samtskhe-Javakheti, which was
formed by a presidential decree in the 90s. According
to the most recent census in Georgia, the population
of this region is a little over 200,000. In the region as
a whole the Armenians constitute around sixty
percent of the population. The region is divided to
six districts, with Akhalkalak and Ninotsminda having
around 95% Armenian population and Akhaltskhe,
the administrative center of the region, with around
45% Armenian population.
The Armenian population in the region has openly
been concerned about Georgian government efforts
to increase the non-Armenian population in the
region. There is constant discussion of moving
Meskhetian Turks to the overall Samtskhe-Javakheti
region, although to date, I am not aware of any official
repopulation efforts that have taken place.
HAYTOUG: Did you meet any Georgian officials
as part of your trip? What are the Georgian
government’s official and unofficial policies toward
the region of Javakhk? Is the general stance one of
neglect or does it go beyond that to include targeted
actions against the local inhabitants?
ELIZABETH: I did not meet Georgian officials during
the trip – I met primarily with U.S. non-government
organizations and with some folks at the U.S.
Embassy in Tbilisi. I am aware, though, that the
Georgian official position on the situation in Javakhk
is that it suffers from the same socio-economic
problems that the rest of the regions in Georgia face.
This is not completely true. During Soviet times,
Javakhk was considered a border region and a
military zone, where visiting was not simple.
Therefore, the region was practically cut off from the
rest of Georgia in its everyday life. After the break-up
of the Soviet Union, the ultra-nationalist
Gamsakhurdia came to power in Georgia and he made
sure that all ethnically non-Georgians felt
uncomfortable. With the break-up of the Soviet
empire so went the economic infrastructures of the
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newly independent states. There was never any effort
by the Georgian authorities to revitalize the factories
and agricultural facilities in Javakhk. Shevardnaze’s
approach was a little different; he created the SamtskheJavakheti region, in order to decrease the proportion
of the Armenian population in the region. He promised
to help alleviate the socio-economic situation there, but
there were never any funds allocated for that purpose.
With Saakashvili coming to power, things looked more
promising, especially with the Millenium Challenge
Account project which would help with Javakhk roads.
But none of Saakashvili’s promises have been fulfilled
either.
Further, the local government system as a whole in
Georgia has turned out to be discriminatory against the
majority Armenian population in Javakhk. For
example, an Armenian populated village with around
3,000 people has the same number of representatives
in the district council as does a Georgian populated
village of 150.
HAYTOUG: Did you get the sense that the population
of Javakhk has any secessionist aspirations? How do
you think Javakhk relates to Georgia’s breakaway
republics of Abhkazia and South Ossetia?
ELIZABETH: The definite sense that you get from
people is frustration. Frustration that the Georgian
government has paid so little attention to the region
and let the infrastructure deteriorate to the level that it
has. Frustration that, overt or otherwise, there is a
constant undertone of trying to assimilate the
population. You really get that sense when talking to
teachers at the local schools. Armenian schools get
poorer quality equipment and fewer resources to work
with the children. The Georgian school in Akhalkalak
gets preferential treatment, better equipment and better
facilities. Georgian teachers — imported from other
parts of Georgia to teach the Georgian language – now
get paid close to double other indigenous teachers. And,
because it is a poorer part of the country, the schools
attract less effective Georgian teachers – perpetuating
the problem of poor Georgian language skills.
Frustration with the Georgian military, which
essentially puts a glass-ceiling for Armenian recruits,
who are simply not elevated to officer level. In that

sense, many of the young people choosing the military
option in the region consider the Russian army as an
option, simply because of better resources and great
opportunities to rise up in rank. Frustration due to the
poor economic situation in the region – lack of
employment opportunities and difficulty in having the
necessary funds to maintain a family. So many are
forced to travel far and wide – to Russia, etc, — to be
able to earn a decent wage to ensure their family has
the most basic of necessities.
And frustration is a very dangerous thing. If the root
causes are not dealt with
properly, or if the government
is not seen to be putting in an
honest effort to deal with the
problems,
situations
deteriorate and people turn to
options that they would not
otherwise resort to.
On the other hand, Javakhk
could become a showcase for
the Georgian authorities to
demonstrate
to
the
breakaway regions that
Georgia is seriously ready to
accommodate them. For
example, Georgia has offered
South Ossetia a high level of
autonomy,
with
great
advantages to keep and
flourish their language and
culture. But, when the
Armenians of Javakhk, who unlike the South Ossetians
have not raised any arms against Georgia, ask for the
same rights, they are called extremists or separatists.
This does not help the situation.
HAYTOUG:
To what extent is the Armenian
government involved in Javakhk? What is its official
policy toward the region and how does this affect
Georgian-Armenian relations?
ELIZABETH:
The Armenian government has a
number of programs to help the people of Javakhk.
Among them are education programs. The Armenian
government has time and again offered to assist the

Georgian authorities to ease the socio-economic
situation there, but so far those suggestions have fallen
on deaf ears.
The Armenian-Georgian relations are very delicate,
because around 80% of Armenia’s land transport with
the rest of the world is through Georgia. Javakhk can
become the strongest link between Armenia and
Georgia, if the Georgian authorities genuinely try to
resolve the region’s problems and let the Armenian
government assist in its efforts.
HAYTOUG: What have the economic, social, and
security implications of the
Baku-Tbilisi-Ceyhan pipeline,
which passes right through the
region, been for the residents
of Javakhk?
ELIZABETH: It is interesting
to note that the shorter route
of the BTC pipeline was
through Akhalkalak, but the
then president Shevardnadze
intervened to have it bypass
Akhalkalak and go through
Akhaltskhe,
expressing
concern that there’s a Russian
military base in Akhalkalak. He
knew, of course, that the base
would move out eventually.
This didn’t help to get locals
interested in working on the
construction of the pipeline.
And, there’s still a concern in
Javakhk that at some point, Turkish forces could be
brought in to safeguard the security of the pipeline.
HAYTOUG: Can you tell us a little about which
governmental and/or non-governmental agencies and
organizations are working in Javakhk? What is your
impression of the size, nature, and impact of their
work?
ELIZABETH: There are a number of U.S. and European
entities working in Javakhk, focusing on democracy
building to agriculture, to education, micro-enterprise
loans, etc. USAID is funding programs like AgVantage,
through ACDI/VOCA, which is helping farmers get

THE DEFINITE SENSE
THAT YOU GET FROM
PEOPLE IS FRUSTRATION.
FRUSTRATION THAT THE
GEORGIAN GOVERNMENT HAS PAID SO
LITTLE ATTENTION TO
THE REGION AND LET
THE INFRASTRUCTURE
DETERIORATE TO THE
LEVEL THAT IT HAS.
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better yields of their potato crops, milk and cheese
supplies and fisheries.
As a total side note, some of the best potatoes in
the world (yes, in the world) come from Javakhk.
Researchers actually sent Javakhk potatoes to the
U.S. for study, and apparently they are unique in
their purity and quality. Javakhk is actually ahead
of the U.S. in potato yield, able to plant more rows
of potatoes in the same amount of land, due to the
richness and density of the Javakhk soil.
But going back to other programs, groups like
Urban Institute are funding city infrastructure
projects throughout Georgia, including Javakhk. In
2005, they helped renovate the mayoral building
in Akhalkalak, provided garbage collection trucks
to the city, installed street lamps, etc. Groups like
CHF are doing local infrastructure projects helping
provide clean water, road repair, irrigation, school
renovation, etc.
The Armenian Relief Society has been a leader in
completing regional health and youth projects.
Since 2003, the ARS Javakhk Fund has set up a
diagnostic center at the Akhalkalak Hospital, and
16 Ambulatory Care Centers throughout Javakhk.
They are currently working on providing each
Ambulatory Care Center with an ambulance to
transport patients to regional hospitals as
necessary. The ARS has also opened a number of
Youth Centers in the region, in Aklhatsikhe and
Poga, with other centers in progress. They also
completely renovated a school in Ghado village, near
Akhalkalak.
But that’s not all. Some of the ARS projects are truly
inspirational. In one case, they held a mass baptism
of villagers in Kardzakh, located a stones throw from
the Turkish border. This may sound odd to us, but
the local church was used for target practice by the
Turks in the early 20th century and later closed
down by the Soviet regime in 1933. No priest had
visited the area in 70 years. The priests from
Ninotsminda and Akhalkalak, Father Yeghia and
Father Samuel, respectively, traveled to Kardzakh
for the ceremony where 70 children were baptized
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and over 200 attended. It was a huge boost in morale
for the local community.
HAYTOUG: What are some of the critical issues
facing the Armenian youth of Javakhk? Are there
are any youth organizations active on the ground?
If so, what sort of work do they carry out?
ELIZABETH: First of all, let me say one thing. I
was thoroughly impressed by all the young people I
met in Javakhk — bright, energetic and motivated.
But I was equally disappointed by the lack of
resources available to them. Homenetmen has done
work there, other youth organizations are also
working – but they are in need of outreach and
assistance from AYF chapters around the world.
The ARS has worked hard to provide youth centers
in major cities – but those centers could use
computers, internet facilities, recreational / exercise
equipment, books for a library. You get the idea. And
most of all, they would enjoy meeting our young
people, doing a joint program, exchanging ideas on
how they can organize better, programs they can
do.The opportunities are endless.
HAYTOUG: What can Diaspora Armenians,
specifically those of us in the United States, do to
help improve conditions in Javakhk?
ELIZABETH: The first thing to do is learn more
about the region, the challenges they are facing and
get a greater understanding of the day to day life in
Javakhk. The next thing would be to work with the
ARS and through the AYF International office to
explore ways you can get active with the people and
youth in Javakhk.
The main thing is – never take no for an answer.
Keep asking questions and pitching projects until
you find the one that would work for your region.
Be creative with the resources available to you
locally and see how far you can take them in assisting
the community in Javakhk. Just as your programs
in Armenia and Karabagh and here in the U.S., these
will be some of the most rewarding projects that you
will work on.
For the full text of the interview please
visit the Haytoug section of www.AYFwest.org.
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Usd 2002 ;ovagani martahamari
dovyalnyrovn5 Wrasdani me] g\abrin ,ovr]
280,000 ha3yr oronxme 120,000 gu pnagin }awaqki
,r]anu1 A3s =o.owovrtu gu timacrave ,ad mu
arcylknyr5 anonk5 isgabes [a’azanx
ocyvorov;yan ov havadki bedk ovnin 3a.;aharylov
zanonk7 irynx martga3in iravovnkyru
ba,dbanylov5 ylygdraganov;ivn ovnynalov5 oru
kani mu =amen avyli [e5 sa-namanik 2my-nyru
co3adyvylov5 irynx zavagnyru ha3gagan ociow
my/xnylov1Asonk mia3n Wraxaha3ov;yan
timacrava/ t=ovarov;ivnnyren kani mu 0rinagnyr
yn5 oronk g\aztyn irynx amen0rya3 gynxa.in1
Sgsylow ylygdraganov;yan harxen5 oru
nyrga3is gyanki anhra=y,dov;ivnnyren megn e
A,oxk6Nino/minta ylygdra3a.ort par2rawol;
ci/yru kani mu dari a-a] ga-ovxovyxan
Ha3asdani hanrabydov;yan ga-awarov;yan
go.me5 orbeszi 24 =am ylygdraganov;ivn
dramatrovi }awaqki ,r]anen nyrs1 A3s ‘rgi[
cor/o.ov;ivnu hazaravornyrov gyanku tivraxovx5
ngadylow ;e mia3n kani mu dari a-a]
ylygdraganov;yan hosanku 366 =am g\a,qader1
In[bes 3a3dnyxink5 280,000 ha3yr g\abrin
Wrasdani me]5 saga3n [ovnin irynx pnag[ov;yan
hamabadasqan ga-awaragan nyrga3ov;ivn1
Wrasdani ga-awarov;ynen oryve 3o3s [ga3
pary’oqovylov5 yv tivraxnylov Wraxaha3ov;yan
abrylagyrbu1 Unthaga-agu5 sgsa/ yn sdibylov
Wraxyren lyzovi imaxov;ivnu7 }awaqkaha3yrovn

me] _ovsyrenu dirabydo. lyzovn e5 orowhydyv
Hama3nawarov;yan =amanag _ovsyrenu
Sowydagan hanrabydov;ivnnyrov me]
ba,d0nagan lyzovn tar2a/ er min[yv ir
‘lovzovmu1 Nayv }awaqki me] sgsa/ e Wraxi
ba,d0nyanyrov ;ivu ,adnal ov irynx ov=u
avylnal7 nayv Wraxagan panagi z0raqovmpyr
sgsa/ yn hasdadovil }awaqki me]1 A3s
warmovnku }awaqkaha3yrovn hamar
parypasdig [e5 ngadylow ;e irynx
inknawarov;yan ov=u gamax6gamax sgsa/ e
bagsylov ov waq ga3 abaca3in polorowin
tatrylov irynx inknawarov;yan gaxov;ivnu ov
Wrasdani ga-awarov;yan i,qanov;yan dag
mnalov1
Wsdahapar garyli e usyl5 ;e }awaqki
abacan gaqyal e zovd ha3apnag civ.yrov
pnag[ov;yan badgyren yv =o.owrtagan
timaci/en1
}awaqk badmagan Ha3asdani
anpa=an meg masnigu5 or nyrga3is Ha3asdani
hanrabydov;yan sahmannyren tovrs gu
cdnovi5 gu timacrave dndysagan5 ungyra3in
yv ka.akagan t=ovarov;ivnnyr1 }awaqki
pnag[ov;yan (% dogos gazmo. pnig ha3yru5 gu
]anan 3a.;aharyl pazma;iv qo[untodnyr1
Saga3n irynx sahmana’ag gaxov;yan
badja-av5 bedku ovnin hama3n Ha3ov;yan
a]agxov;yan1
Sanan Harovn
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#owig Candilyan
Badmov;yan un;axkin5 ulla3 400 ;e 1800
;ovagannyrovn5 ha3yru no3nisg irynx amynen
daknabali darinyrov un;axkin grxa/ yn
azca3in yv cragan zar;0nk sdy./yl1 Asor
go.kin myr 3a.;anagnyren ydk mi,d gariku
ovnyxa/ ynk Ha3u ba,dbanylov1 4016in a3t4
Barsignyrovn tem er5 isg 18006agani
wyr]avorov;yan )smanyan ga3srov;yan tem1
Ha3 =o.owovrti 3a]o.ov;ivnnyru mi,d naqan2i
a-arga3 ta-nalow Ha3asdani traxi yrgirnyru
‘or2a/ yn myz ny. gaxov;yan madnyl1
Wrasdan5 a3s0r hbardov;yamp g\untovni
a3t 8ancov; traxi9 yrgri did.osu anxnylow
:ovrkio3 yv Azrbe3jani ,arkin5 jn,ovm gu
panyxne }awaqki ha3ortinyrovn1 Wrasdanu
arty0k mo-xa|/ e Ha3 =o.owovrti umposd
ngaraciru5 ;e gu ‘or2e Ha3ov;yan
hampyrov;ivnn ov miasnagan ov=u1 Naq na3ink
;e in[be|s Wrasdani ga-awarov;ivnu Ha3ovn
gyanku gu t=ovaraxne }awaqki me]1
Wrasdani dara/kin yrgrortagan
war=arannyru 2ri [yn5 in[bes Amyriga3i
Miaxyal Nahancnyrov hanra3in tbroxnyru1 Isg
}awaqki ,r]anin me]5 niv;agan daknabnyren
an]ad5 himnagan t=ovarov;ivnnyr gan
yrgrortagan
war=arannyrovn
me]1
Tasacirkyrov5
ylygdraganov;yan5
]y-movxi[nyrov yv crynagan bido3knyrov
[co3ov;ivnu gu t=ovaraxnyn Ha3 }awaqkxiin
yrgrortagan ovsovm sdanalu1 A3s megu Wrasdani
nyrkin gy.dod ka.akaganov;yan artivnk e yv
o4[ ;e tibova/1 Wrasdan ir azca3in
ganonacrin hama2a3n5 bardavor e dramatry
2ri ovsovm min[yv yrgrortagan war=aran yv
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finansavoryl tbroxagan anhra=y,d /aqsyru1
Pa3x usd yryvo3;in }awaqki ,r]anu Wrasdani
amynen ki[ gr;agan nbasd sdaxo. ,r]annyren
megn e1 A3s zadoro,ovmu nbadagatrova/ e
qr]yxnylov ha3ov;ivnu yv anov..agi0ren
dy.a’oqylov
ha3ov;ivnu
}awaqken1
T=paqdov;ivnu a3t e5 or Ha3ov;ivnu )smanyan
ga3srov;yan hbadag y.a/ =amanag al5 no3nanman
tavatrov;yan g\yn;argover1
In[bes gu ngadynk5 badmov;ivnu no3nu mnaxa/
e5 saga3n parypaqdapar5 nayv no3nu baha/ e
Ha3ovn a,qadaser ngaraciru1 Ha3yru }awaqki
me] 3amar0ren gu ,arovnagyn irynx ovsovmu yv amen
]ank gu ;a’yn pax bahylov tbroxnyrov t-nyru5
ulla3 a3t megu =o.owovrten hancanagov;ivnnyr
havakylow ;e hasov;apyr 2y-nargnyr
gazmagyrbylow1A3lazan mi]oxa-ovmnyrow 2001
;ovin }awaqki me] gu cdnovein m0d 110 Ha3gagan
tbroxnyr untcrgylow 22 hazar a,agyrdnyr1
Wyr]yrs a3s tbroxnyrovn my/ masu Ha3asdanen gu
sdanan irynx tasacirkyren mas mu1 Ha3asdani
Hanrabydov;yan gr;agan naqararov;ivnu
aganadys ullalow }awaqkxiin darabankin5
Wrasdani ga-awarov;yan hyd hama2a3nov;ivn
gnka/ e ovso.ov;yan yv cidov;yan tasacirkyr
abahowylov1 Ba3manaciru nayv gu ,y,de5 or
tasacirkyren o[ megu bedk e Ha3yren lyzovi gam
badmov;yan a-n[ovo. cirk ulla31
Ha3asdani gr;agan naqararov;ivnu nayv
darpyr /a-a3ov;ivnnyrow gu hoca3 }awaqki
tbroxagannyrovn bedkyru1 Ha3asdan }awaqki
ovsano.nyrovn 3adovg gr;a;o,agnyr gu dramatre4
a-i; un/a3ylow anonx par2raco3n ovsman hydyvylov1
Gr;agan naqararov;ivnu no3nisg 3an2n a-a/ e

ovsovxi[nyr badrasdylov 3adovg a,qadank4
}awaqki ,r]anin hamar1 Isg antin s’iv-ki
dara/kin5 mynk aganadys wganyrn ynk ;e
Ha3 )cnov;yan Miov;ivnu5 in[bes mi,d5 ancam
mu yvs Ha3ov;yan wargu par2r gu bahe trsyvorylow
ir martasiragan ov=u a3s ancam }awaqki me]1
A3sov H)M6i }awaqki himnatramu mi]ox yv
janabarh tar2a/ e ,r]ani tbroxnyrov wijagi
parylavman a,qadankin1 A3sbisow Ha3asdann
ov H)M6u 2y-k62y-ki irynx garylin i cor/ gu
tnyn5 }awaqki ,r]ani war=arannyru pax
bahylov1
Wrasdan5 a3sbisi anmartga3in pa3x
mia=amanag jgovnov;yamp g\ovze }awaqku barbyl
Ha3ov;yne1 Ha3ov;yan miasnagamov;ivnu yv
}awaqki Ha3ortinyrovn irynx ho.yrovn ga-[a/
mnalov gamku poloris a-]yv hekia;a3in yv
badmagan badgyr mu gu c/acryn hama3n Ha3
=o.owovrtin nyrcin cohovnagov;ivnu par2raxnylow1
A3s e nyrga3is5 }awaqkaha3ov;yan
timacrava/ gr;agan t=ovarov;ivnnyru5 oronk myz4

s’iv-kaha3 yridasarnyrs5 tem hantiman gu tnyn
nor mardahravyrnyrov z0ravik gancnylov
}awaqkaha3ov;yan1 Antin myr ,ovr] badgyru
gu ,r]ovi5 t=paqdapar5an gu ka3ka3ovi Miaxial
Nahanknyrov dara/kin5 a3s0r unthanrabes
Ha3gagan tbroxnyrov a,agyrdov;yan ;ivu yr;alow
gu novazi5 haga-ag ha3ov;yan ;ivi ar2anacra/
ajin5 yv dagavin garc mu war=arnnyrov
baraca3in gu sbasovi5 or irynx t-nyru ‘agyn1
Yrp martig Ha3gagan tbrox ‘agylu hamahavasar
2yvow gu sdoratasyn a3lazan koveaadag
harxyrov5 =o.owovrts bidi nahan]e7771
Ahavasig mardahraver mu yvs5 a3s ancam
polorwin azad ba3mannyrov me] Ha3 tbroxu
gancovn bahylov irawijag1
Harx gov dam5 arty0|k Asdova/ mi,d
Wrasdani nman bydov;ivnnyr Ha3ov;yan tem bedk
e tne5 orbeszi mynk myzi [gorsnxnynk5 miasin
a,qadink5 yv antrata-nank myr azca3in yv
martasiragan bardaganov;ivnnyrovn Ha3ov;yan
hanteb1
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STRUGGLING
TO
SURVIVE:
ARMENIAN LIFE IN JAVAKHK
By Shant Baboujian
This summer I had the blessed
opportunity to visit Javakhk for the
first time. It was truly an eye
opening and mind-expanding
journey. Although it is important
to know our history in the country
of Georgia, the situation in Javakhk
and the important role it plays in
the bigger political
scheme have allowed us to
turn our attention to the
people in Javakhk. The
Armenians there live
through
economic
suppression, financial
hardship, unemployment,
injustices, and are denied
basic human rights. In
this article, I will do my
best to show my
translations from the
people of Javakhk, as I
experienced
their
determination,
their
vigilance, and their fight
for basic human rights.
My trip began with
negotiations in Armenia with
several taxi drivers to transport us
to Javakhk. After several days and
visits to the taxi rest stop, we finally
found a reasonable driver who
would take us to Javakhk at a fair
price, so we thought. The sensible
price came with a life threatening
drive, by a man who believed that

God had created the world only for
him. As we were driving out of
Yerevan, at what seemed to be
close to 80 mph, an Armenian
police officer raised his baton to
the air to stop the speeding taxi
driver. The driver completely
ignored the police officer as he
continued to speed away and

also become angry because of all
the things I had heard about what
the Armenians of Javakhk endure
on a daily basis. After paying our
dues to the Armenian Government
for our visas again, we entered
Javakhk. One sharp difference
between Armenia and Javakhk was
apparent right at the border. The
roads on Armenian
territory were fixed and
paved. On the Georgian
side, right after the
border, the roads were
made of dirt and rocks,
without any pavement.
Consequently, our speed
had
to
drop
tremendously. As we
passed a few villages, I
noticed a certain village
lifestyle, which was labor
intensive. From children,
to parents, and even
grandparents, they were
carrying
hay,
on
horseback, and doing
farm work.
Our first stop was at the first lake
we saw, called “Madatapa”. At this
point, our very nationalistic guide
Nayri took out his well-hidden
Armenian flag and ran with it near
the water. It was an amazing site
to the see the Garmeer, Gabouyd,
Narinchakouyn flowing so mighty
and proud. With each gust of wind,

IT WAS AN AMAZING SITE
TO THE SEE THE GARMEER,
GABOUYD, NARINCHAKOUYN FLOWING SO
MIGHTY AND PROUD.
WITH EACH GUST OF
WIND,THE FLAG ROARED
WITH A CALL TO ALL
ARMENIANS AROUND
TO WORLD TO WAKE UP.
smoke cigarettes all the way to
Javakhk.
As we approached the
Armenian border I was filled with
mixed emotions of anxiety and
anger. I was anxious because I
couldn’t wait to see part of my
homeland and didn’t know what to
expect. On the other hand, I had
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Picture of Bedros Tourian in a classroom at
Ruben DerMinassian Armenian School
Akhalkalak, Georgia

the flag roared with a call to all
Armenians around to world to
wake up. It was roaring with a
purpose to quench its hunger for
justice and equality.
Throughout our 5-day trip, we
traveled from village to village
talking to people and getting a
better understanding of how they
live out their days. The people of
Javakhk are by far the most
hospitable people I have met in my
life. We went from home to home
and were fed at each location.
People treated each other with
respect and love. In the village of
Deleaf, we met a lady known to the
village youth as Sona morkour.
She lived off the land, making her
own butter, bread, and used several
types of animals to survive. She
brought us homemade wine, and
cooked some eggs with about a jar
of butter and forced us to eat. The
village youth came over to welcome
us, as we ate and they sang
nationalistic songs about their
village. Sona morkour spoke a lot
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about her homeland. She said that
although this was her home, she
feels like she is part of the
Diaspora. She spoke sadly about
how the displacement of our
people away from the homeland is
unfortunate, but her soul and spirit
rang with confidence when she
spoke of how Javakhk will unite
with Armenia.
In the same village, we stopped
at an Armenian church. The
church had no roof, weeds were
growing inside the church, and the
door had a big lock to stop villagers
from going inside. An old lady told
us about how the devout villagers
prayed daily and lit candles while
waxing them on the door of the
church. She proudly claimed that
no ruined church or metal lock
could stand between the villagers
and their faith.
As we traveled to Armenian
schools throughout Javakhk, the
same theme of rubble rang all
across. With Georgian flags at the
doorsteps, most schools had walls
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caving in, rooms closed off
because roofs had collapsed,
pictures of Fedayees hanging from
the walls. These pictures signified
a struggle in many of the students
and villagers in each town,
including our guide Nayri. The
people of Javakhk are not willing
to give up the lands, which they
were raised on.
They are
reminded each day that living in
unbearable conditions could only
lead to a civil unrest.
Towards the end of our trip,
we approached the Baku-Ceyhan
pipeline
headquarters.
Surprisingly, in the middle of
potato farms, the headquarters
was completely renovated with
brand new expensive cars in the
parking lot. We were told that
even though this structure was
right in the center of Armenian
population, the government of
Georgia did not employ any
Armenians here. When they are
short on workers, rather than
hiring local Armenians, they bring

AN OLD LADY TOLD US ABOUT
HOW THE DEVOUT VILLAGERS
PRAYED DAILY AND LIT CANDLES
WHILE WAXING THEM ON THE
DOOR OF THE CHURCH. SHE
PROUDLY CLAIMED THAT NO
RUINED CHURCH OR METAL
LOCK COULD STAND BETWEEN
THE VILLAGERS AND THEIR FAITH.
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workers from different countries for
cheaper pay, and keep the Armenians
unemployed. Right across the street from
the headquarters, we saw an old
Armenian man farming potatoes. In his
70’s, he was still doing labor-intensive
work on the farm to survive.
We also had the opportunity to visit
the new agoump, which was built in
Akhaltsikhe, with the help of the
Armenian Relief Society. This part of my
trip gave great hope and strength to all
the despair I had experienced thus far.
Without any furniture just yet, the
Armenian center was filled with youth
day and night. When we visited, some
local youth were giving educationals to
the badanees on various topics. The kids,
eager to learn, asked a lot of questions.
The foundations of the Armenian people
in Javakhk were being replanted in the
children and gave them the opportunity
to have a second home at the Armenian
center.
On my way back from Javakhk, I had
a lot of time to reflect on my trip. It
occurred to me that our lives are so
different, but it was strange to be able to
connect instantly with the Javakhk youth.
In America, the daily challenges of our
youth include fighting assimilation;
educating ourselves about our history;
preparing young minds to serve as future
leaders; fighting for recognition,
reparation, and restitution of the
Armenian Genocide; and keeping
ourselves politicized. The Armenian
youth in Javakhk are faced with different
daily struggles. They are forced to deal
with unemployment, a labor-intensive
lifestyle, the fight to keep their heritage
and culture alive, suppression from their
government, and living with the
uncertainty of their fate on that land.
Although our daily struggles differ, we are
both Armenian youth actively working
towards the betterment of our people and
for the future of our nation. The ideology
that makes us a nationalistic youth is also
the one that unites us around the globe.
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CAUGHT
BETWEEN A
ROCK AND
A HARD
PLACE
By Shant Melkonian
Since independence, Georgia
has been one of the most vital and
strategic neighbors for Armenia.
This strategic relationship is one
based largely on economic necessity
driven by Armenia’s dependence on
Georgia as the sole external link to
Russia. With the dual blockades
posed by Turkey and Azerbaijan,
Armenia relies on trade routes
running through Georgia for much
of its commerce. This obvious
dependant relationship has been
exploited with discriminatory price
structuring for Armenian goods
which pass through Georgia, as well
as being used as a sort of ransom
held over the heads of Javakhktsis.
Armenia has been forced into a
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position
of
complacency
when it comes to
the issue of
Javakhk and the
treatment
of
Javakhk’s
Armenian
population. Looking closer at
this relationship we can begin
to understand Georgia’s
political strong-arming of this
social problem. With Armenia’s
economic viability at stake, Yerevan
has been forced to accept the
constraints inherent from such a
dependency; in this case the hollow
promises of reform within the
region of Javakhk. Taking into
account the economic neglect of
Javakhk and the inability of
Armenia to properly respond, the
desperate need for change exists in
this volatile relationship.
Relations between Javakhk and
the central Georgian government
have been strained for several
decades, stemming from the latter’s
conscious policy of economic
neglect. For years Javakhk has been
the most underdeveloped region in
the country, with the highest
unemployment rate, lowest level of

state investment and home to one
of the oldest and most damaged
infrastructures in the area. The
Javakhk economy is being crippled
by the Georgian government, who
smacks the region with neglect,
leaving no room for economic
stability or growth. They corral their
heavy wooden stick and impose
burdens on the citizens of Javakhk.
This oppressive influence includes
cutting off the helping hand of
Armenia by limiting the amount and
type of resources Armenia is able
to provide for the region. In order
to establish economic stability,
Javakhk’s citizens need control over
accumulation of necessary
resources—which is the natural
desire of any people throughout the
globe—and the necessary jobs to
improve and grow this struggling
region.
Javakhk has clearly been
underserved by its parent country
which has ignored the regions
economic development. The
Republic of Armenia has tried to
gallop into this dire circumstance
as the white knight, providing
resources and economic assistance
for this neighboring land. The
Republic of Armenia has faced its
own share of economic suffering in
past years, but has recently seen a
heightened level of progress as the
country attracts ever increasing
development and construction
projects. The experience it has
gained through the struggles of
managing its own economy has
compelled Armenia to lend an
invaluable helping hand, one that
has rekindled the spirits of this
thirsty region. With the foresight of
keeping Armenian culture and
heritage alive in Javakhk, the
Republic of Armenia has played an

important role in assisting the
Armenian population of Javakhk,
with particularly notable examples
in the field of education. For
example, the Armenian government
allocates approximately 100 million
dram (about $180,000) annually for
textbooks and supplies to Javakhk’s
schools. Another important
component of this Armenian aid
program is the award of specialized
scholarships for Javakhk students in
Armenian state universities.
Administered by the Armenian
Ministry of Education, this
scholarship program waives all
admission and testing requirements,
including financial enrollment fees
for university students from
Javakhk, in return for the pledge
that students return to their native
land upon graduation.
Additionally, the ability for
Armenia to supply electricity
directly to Javakhk without
connecting to the main Georgian
national energy grid is a tremendous
step for the Republic of Armenia to
take. Although some
outstanding questions
remain concerning the
ownership and payment
schedule for this
Armenian-Javakhk
energy deal, it allows
Armenia to directly
meet an important need
of
the
Javakhk
population and sets an
important precedent in
establishing a special
Armenian role in
assisting the region.
However, there
remains much to be
desired in terms of
tangible aid to the daily
lives of the citizens of

Javakhk. There exists the serious
need by the Armenian nation (in its
entirety) to aid Javakhk.
In Soviet years, there were three
large factories in Javakhk, making
cheese, cement and cables. Now all
three stand idle, victims of the
Soviet collapse and asset stripping
after industry was privatized. The
people of Javakhk mainly survive
in three ways today: by simple
commerce, through working at the
local Russian military base and
periodically leaving for seasonal
labor in Russia.
Commerce in the region is very
underdeveloped; the most
developed facet being the
agricultural sector, focused on the
cultivation of cereals (barley, wheat,
oats) and potatoes as well as
stockbreeding (cows and sheep).
Individuals who own shops face
discrimination and wholesale
closures while those who work
within the local government face
indiscriminate firing, only to have
their jobs filled by Georgians. Local

industry is virtually nonexistent,
aside from the service industry
connected with the local Russian
military base.
The Russian military base is the
backbone of the region, but faces a
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plan for evacuation in 2008. The
base has been favorable to the
Armenian population of Javakhk
because of the jobs it is able to
provide for the region. The 62nd
Divisional Russian base at
Akhalkalaki, with its force of 3000
soldiers, is home to the Russian
147th Motorized Rifle Division. It
is also the largest, and only
reliable, source of employment in
Javakhk. The base provides jobs
for several thousand local
Armenians, offers the local
workers access to decent health
care and includes the operation of
a 500-person factory on the
grounds of the base. Some
estimates also reveal that nearly
half of the region’s population is
engaged in work related to
providing goods and services to the
base, a fact of obvious importance
to the struggling Javakhk regional
economy
and
its
high
unemployment rate. Nearly half of
the 3000 Russian soldiers, both
officers and enlisted men,
stationed at the base are in fact
local Armenian residents. The
negotiated closure of the Russian
military facilities in Georgia has
been ongoing for several years,
with the Javakhk Armenians
consistently opposed and fearful of
the implications and insecurity that
would result from a Russian
withdrawal. The Russian military
presence in the region, first
established in 1828, offered the
Javakhk Armenians their only
tangible reassurance in the face of
the population’s fear of the Turks.
Having a border with Turkey twice
as long as with Armenia, Javakhk

is quite vulnerable to a potential
Turkish offensive. Therefore, the
Russian military presence also
serves as a strategic defense against
possible Turkish aggression.
Unfortunately, the Armenian

Ruben DerMinassian
Armenian School
Akhalkalak, Georgia
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population in the region has not had
very much of a say in the Russian
evacuation and many fear that the
base risks eventually falling into the
hands of Istanbul or NATO.
For Javakhktsis who are not
“fortunate” enough to have work
associated with the military base,
conditions force the male
population to seasonally migrate to
Russia in search of work, only
returning to their families in the

winter. This phenomenon has
proven to be a leading factor of the
population’s demise. As more
people leave less are coming back.
Recently the Millennium
Challenge Corporation pledged
over $102 million for the
rehabilitation and construction of
245 kilometers of main roads to
reconnect Javakhk with its capital.
Only time will tell if this helps
revive the local economies and
helps keep Javakhk’s population
Armenian.
How we deal with Javakhk
today is a premier question which
will affect the future of the
Armenian story. As the pages
unfold, will they deliver a
depressing assessment of what
happened to Armenians there or
will they tell us how the region
added economic value to a united
Armenian state, comprised of the
Republic of Armenia, Karabagh,
Nakhichevan, and Javakhk?
Discriminatory policy in
Javakhk aimed at pressuring the
local Armenian population to
migrate must end. The future of
Javakhk and its residence rests in
its ability to govern itself
autonomously within the
framework of a Georgian
federation and to serve as an
intermediary of economic
integration between Georgia and
Armenia. Providing both sides this
type of cooperation could solve all
accumulated issues by providing
the people an opportunity to
expand their ties to both Tbilisi
and Yerevan, benefiting all three.

Source: This article is based in part on the following:
Khatchik Der Ghoukassian and Richard Giragosian. 2001. Javakhk: Stability Through Autonomy.
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ANSWERING THE QUESTION:
WHAT’S BEING DONE?
By Lilian Abedian
Living in a region where socio-economic
pressures are increasing and culture is
continually threatened, Armenians worldwide
must do as much as they can to help the residents
of Javakhk and at the same time help preserve
the conceptualization of the complete Armenian
identity.
Many organizations including the Armenian
Youth Federation, the Javakhk Fund and the
Armenian Relief Society have made Javakhk a
priority on their agendas. The AYF, with
its thirteen chapters throughout the Western
Region, tries to raise awareness amongst its
members and communities and contribute by all
means, financial and otherwise.
Whether it’s by holding chapter educationals
to strengthen knowledge and understanding of
this forgotten region or by creating fundraising
events to contribute directly to Javakhk, the AYF
has kept Javakhk a part of its consciousness with
the hopes of one day seeing this Armenian
populated region grow and flourish.
Reconnecting with the homeland has been an
omnipresent theme within the AYF. Whether
with Armenia proper, Karabagh or Javakhk, the
importance for Armenian Diasporan youth to
have a connection to their ancestry is invaluable.
One project organized by the AYF with the
intentions of strengthening our bond with
Hayastan is Youth Corps. Youth Corps is one of
the best opportunities for Armenian youth to
engage in and to play an active role in making a
tangible difference within our homeland. The
program allows young Armenians to spend
approximately five weeks in Armenia and
Karabagh supplying the manpower to villages
where residents are attempting to rebuild their
lives. By helping with the rebuilding process,
participants establish priceless relationships

with locals, as well as the land itself. Aside from
supplying real, positive assistance to our
brethren in Armenia, participants experience the
homeland in the most meaningful way.
Recognizing the need for Diasporan assistance,
the AYF is in planning to hold future Youth Corps
programs within the Javakhk region. One more
building block in the progress of our nation. For
more information about the AYF Youth Corps
program please contact www.AYFwest.org.
The Armenian Relief Society (ARS), the
organizing body of the Javakhk Fund, has been
working towards the economic, spiritual and
cultural betterment of Javakhk for many years
now. With multifaceted humanitarian programs
operating in Javakhk, the ARS tries to help the
people to help themselves. Due to an insufficient
amount of hospitals and medical assistance,
much aid goes to providing access to health care.
Since unemployment is a major issue in Javakhk,
farming projects such as production plants are
being established to help the economic hardship
of unemployed residents. Besides providing
basic medical aide and agricultural opportunities, one of the organizations proudest
contributions to the people of Javakhk is the
openings of youth centers in the region. The
centers, which contain libraries, computer stations and cafés, serve as a distinct environment for the youth. Used for
various events such as athletic games, seminars
and as venues to host lectures, as well as
for entertainment purposes, the centers have
created an atmosphere which fosters Armenian
culture, language and heritage. The ARS has
many projects planned for the near future,
including work within the local schools of
Javakhk. For more information about the
Armenian Relief Society please contact
www.ARS1910.org.
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THEIR
STRUGGLE
IS
OUR
STRUGGLE
By Vatche Soghomonian
Western Armenia consists
of cities such as Van, Moush,
Gars, Ardahan and many
others.
Today, Western
Armenia is under Turkish
control and belongs to the
Republic of Turkey.
In the years following the
Armenian Genocide and the
Armenian
battles
for
independence in Sardarabad,
Gharakiliseh, and Bash Abaran,
the 28th President of the United
States, Woodrow Wilson—
along with Turkey and the
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Allied Powers—signed the Treaty
of Sèvres which promised the
formation of “Wilsonian
Armenia”. This Armenia had its
borders stretched to the Black
Sea and incorporated such lands
as Van, Moush, Gars, Bitlis,
Erzerum, Trebizond and so on.
However, the Treaty of Sèvres
was not enforced and the
Ottoman Turkish Government
never respected these borders.
As a result, the world
expected Armenians to forget
about Sèvres and forget the lands
promised by it. They made these
expectations as if these lands

were never ours in the first place
and we had no tie to them. Eightyeight years have passed since the
signing of the Treaty, and in those
eighty-eight years, we have not
once forgotten its text, nor have we
forgotten the lands; our lands.
Why are these lands so
important to us? Why do they
matter? The simplest response
would be, because they represent
our past and future. No matter
how long they have been taken
captive they are still ours.
Armenians have lived on these
lands from the beginning of our
history including the time period
throughout the existence of the
Ottoman Empire. On these lands
we preserved our history, religion,
culture, and language, regardless
of Turkish oppression. Armenians
were always the majority
population in these lands; in areas
like Sassoun, Zietoun, Cilicia, and
Van, the Armenian majority kept
and defended actual autonomy—
meaning they had self governing
communities within the Ottoman
Empire. Imagine Armenians in the
United States, being the majority
population in a city, and then
governing that city with its own
laws. That is what we had in
Western Armenia until Turks
carried out the Genocide.
Armenians in western provinces
were slaughtered by the Turks and
driven from their homes. In areas
like Van, we fought, not with an
expectation of victory; rather we
fought from an instinctual reaction
to prolong survival.
Today, the whole world may

believe that these lands actually
belong to Turkey, that there is no
way they will come back to their
rightful owners, and they very
well may be right. Logic says that
Turkey has no reason to fear
Armenia militarily and so far not
too much reason to worry legally.
Collectively, as Armenians we
may see this task of getting our
lands back as a goal for dreamers
and idealists while we continue to
wait for the international
community to condemn Turkey
and recognize the Armenia
Genocide. Along with that
recognition, we also hope that the
international community will
demand
reparations
and
restitution from Turkey in the
form of the return of our occupied
territories.
I was fortunate enough to
have gone to Western Armenia.
There, I was able to swim in Lake
Van, to see the Monastery of
Akhtamar and to climb the
mountains which our Fedayees
climbed. I was able to stand on
Solugki Gamourj, the Bridge of
Solugh, where Kevork Chavoush

Armenia that I walked the land
that our forefathers and mothers
lived on, fought for, and died for.
Without struggle there is no
progress. This is something we
must repeat to ourselves daily.
After the Genocide and into the
1980’s, the dream of having
Karabagh seemed so distant; the
dream of having an independent
Armenia seemed so remote. It did
not seem possible that those
lands would once again be ours,
but the actions and sacrifices of
dreamers and idealists made it
reality.
We simply did not forget
about Armenia, about Karabagh;
we chose not to accept the
concept that Karabagh was lost
and will never be ours again. We
told our mothers, fathers, sisters,
and brothers in Karabagh that we
think of them, we love them, we
stand with them in their struggle
and that their struggle is our
struggle. We sent them clothes,
food and anything else we could.
It was then that we knew that, as
a people, we were united, and no
matter what hardships we go

WHEN THINGS GOT HEATED AND WAR
BROKE OUT THE DIASPORA STOOD UP
AND SAID, “OUR BROTHERS AND SISTERS,
WE REMEMBER YOU AND WE ARE YOU.”
fought and died. I was in Van,
where our people heroically
fought against the Turks who
were attempting to wipe out our
existence. It was in Western

through and how many
thousands of miles apart we are,
the lives of any Armenian affects
the lives of all Armenians.
When things got heated and

war broke out the Diaspora stood
up and said, “Our brothers and
sisters, we remember you and we
are you.” During the Karabagh
war we sent anything we could to
help the fight. In addition to
supplies, we sent something else,
something that showed that we
simply do not see Karabagh as a
place in need of charity; that we
do not help Karabagh to make
ourselves feel better. The
Diaspora sent something that
showed that we are Karabaghtsis
as well: we sent lives. Many
people went to fight and die so
that that land could once again be
ours. It has been 14 years since
the cease-fire and that war is by
no means over, but we have
succeeded; succeeded in the fact
that we have regained control of
Karabagh and succeeded in
proving to ourselves the resilience
of our people… when united.
We must now once again
come together, unified, to the aid
of our Javakhk. Here too we find
a land of subjugated Armenians
awaiting the aid of the vast power
which is our Diaspora. Just like
we sent the message to Karabagh,
we will send the message to
Javakhk.
Just as we are
Karabaghtsi, we are at the same
time Javakhktsi as well, and we
do not see their struggle for
survival as “their struggle”
because it is OUR struggle.
When thinking about the
Armenian Nation, think about the
following:
No one is free when any
others are oppressed…
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You have a gun
And I am hungry
You have a gun
Because I am hungry
You have a gun
Therefore I am hungry
You can have a gun
You can have a thousand bullets and even another thousand
You can waste them all on my poor body
You can kill me one, two, three, two thousand, seven thousand times
But in the long run
I will always be better armed than you
If you have a gun
And I
Only hunger.
- Otto Rene Castillo
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Fight the
Genocide Denial
Machine
The Turkish
Government uses
various means to deny,
distort, and delude its
history. You can help
bring the Turkish
government to
justice by visiting…

unitedhumanrights.org

